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POLAS PROPS 14 1/2 x 19 | 48-832830A45 (Hub Kits Included) Upgrade Aluminum Outboard Propeller fit Mercury Engines

135-300HP, 15 Spline Tooth, Right

 
Model Characteristic: Perfect quality with good painting and speed ; OEM ones for Mercury Outboard Engines 135-300HP , Reference No.:48-832830A45. 

 0 Reviews | Write A Review

POLAS PROPS Aluminum Outboard Propeller
(Hub Kits Included)

$170.99
POLAS PROPS 14 1/2 x 19 | 48-832830A45 (Hub Kits Included) Upgrade Aluminum

Outboard Propeller fit Mercury Engines 135-300HP, 15 Spline Tooth, RightModel

Characteristic: Perfect quality with good pain..

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: P-48-832830A45

Availability: In Stock

First Listed: 2020-08-26

Sold By: POLAS PROPS
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Size & Material: 14 1/2 Diameter x 19 Pitch, 15 Spline Tooth ; Rotation: Right; Blade:3 ; Color: Black; Material: High Quality Aluminum. 

Outstanding Quality: Based on strict quality control ,our propellers are extremely durable without sacrificing top speed,acceleration or rmps,reduce the wear and tear on your

engine and fully-fuel efficiency. Better speed and save money for you! 

Sold As Seen In Pictures:Propeller comes exactly as pictures showing ; Interchangeable hub, hardwares are included;Fit your boat well and easy to install 

Service Promise: Quality and performance are guaranteed, free return is acceptable; Any questions we will give you a satisfactory answer within 24 hours.

 

Product Description
POLAS PROPS, make your boat cruiser more quickly!

POLAS PROPS is a company specializing in the production and sales of propellers.Our mission is to produce and supply high quality propellers; Our faith is to create added value for our

customers improved quality and faster speed!

We have high talented researchers, as well as professional and skilled personnel. And we have the ability to produce the world-class level of high quality propellers made by aluminum alloy,

or stainless steel. Built on the strategy of High-Tech, Best-Quality, Perfect-Credibility, and the innovation spirits of marching with times, we keep on designing new products, expanding new

market, and filling the blank market, earn lots of trust and support. With humility and passion, we welcome all our new and old friends.

We have abundant expertise in propeller producing, with advanced technology, years of experience. Our propellers can fit yacht brands like YAMAHA, MERCURY, Honda, TOHATSU,

SUZUKI and EVINRUDE. Meanwhile, we also produce marine anodes, and other accessories made by copper, aluminum alloy, and rubber.

We sincerely expect the cooperation with you. We pay attention for your benefits, just offer what you want!

Outboard Propeller 14.5 x 19 Prop 48-832830A45 15 Tooth for Mercury Marine 135 - 300HP Boat Motors
Engine Application:

For MERCURY Engines 135-300HP ,RH, 4-3/4" Gearcase

135/150/175hp...1978-newer

200/225/250hp...1980-newer

220hp...1987-1988

225hp(Sea Pro/Marathon)...all years

275hp...1990-1994

300hp...1983&1999-newer

Mercruiser Sterndrives:

MODELS 1S,1B,1C...-1982

MODELS 120,140,145 DTS...-1982

MODELS 165,228,470,485,888,898...-1982

MODELS 225S,233,255TRS,260,280TS,330TRS...-1982

Mercrusier 120-260hp...1983-1985

Alpha one drive; Bravo one drive

Purchase Notice:

To choose your propeller, we kindly advise you to confirm your own propeller's (1) brand, (2) diameter, (3) pitch, (4) rotation, (5) OEM number, (6) the engine date to be matched
by the propeller, and (7) HP from the manufacturer before the purchase.
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